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A WORKING CLASS HERO
IS SOMETHING TO BE

Rashford sticks it
to the Tories

The beautiful
game returns
and Black
Lives Matter

the vast majority of us don’t
believe in. Some of us never
have. You are ill. You are sick
and need help before your
lives die on the alter of hatred.
Stop being so fucking stupid
and come into the present
instead of living in the past.
Your empire is dead. Your
patron saint is anything but
English. Your national dish is
curry and your fascist leaders
have been smashed to fuck
you thick little englander
cunts.

Listen you utter racists pricks
that can’t stand the return of
football with the addition of
BLM on the back of our multi
cultural shirts within our
multi cultural game. Just fuck
off you fucking empire loving
would be slave owning (if you
could) out and out living in
the past brain dead scum and Black Lives Matter on the
then fuck off some more.
back of a football shirt scares
you only because change
The world has moved on scares you. The working class
without you. It’s better off movement is a struggle for all
without you and will progress the working class regardless
without you and your vile last of colour. Now wake up or
century beliefs. Yeah you’ve fuck off because whatever you
got a black mate but he’s think you have we have more
alright… get to fuck. You both black and white.
represent a mentality that

PMQs: Johnson forgets he’s
prime minister and starts
asking the questions
Class War Daily’s political
sketch writer reflects on the
latest battle at the dispatch box
as the two main party leaders
play a game of “who’s the prime
minster?”
The weekly battles between
Boris Johnson and Keith Starmer
have settled into a pattern.
Starmer is the school master
Johnson thinks he can backchat.
It’s a role reversal of the power
relationship of prime minister
and leader of the opposition
would suggest.
This week Johnson was so
determined to get Starmer to
say that schools were safe he
continually asked him to confirm
it. Of course this was prime
ministers questions so we have
a subverted process. Perhaps
Johnson is not actually aware
he is in power, in his desperate
attempt to hold the leader of the
opposition, rogue head teachers
and the union to account.
Starmer invited the prime
minister to swap places and even
the Speaker got in on the act by
calling Starmer “prime minister”
as the house descended into
what members might consider
mirth and merriment. In fact
they were discussing the issue
of free school meals and wider
poverty so it was no laughing
matter. “Can I welcome the
prime minister’s latest u-turn?”,

asked Starmer. So nicely done, so
effortlessly sardonic, so instantly
cut and pastable for social media
and the evening news.

Report from the
Streets of Glasgow

Just back from the End Hotel
Detention Demonstration in
George Square, Glasgow. It was
hosted by Glasgow No Evictions
Campaign, who were there to
show solidarity to the many
asylum seekers who are placed
in hotels under Mears and are
refused their special dietary
requirements.

Many groups came in solidarity
to this peaceful protest, only to
be confronted by extreme rightwing groups, neo-Nazis and
right-wing football hooligans.
To add insult to injury Police
Scotland led the peaceful
protesters right into the middle
of this highly aggressive and
threatening crowd and allowed
them to run towards us and
violently attack us.
Police Scotland had no control
whatsoever, and some protesters
were physically attacked, yet
no arrests were made – except
when fellow activists defended
themselves and THEY were
arrested! We were then kettled
into the side of George Square,
(no social distancing applied)
where the fascists were given,
once again free to roam on our
city, as we were all boxed in.
Police also removed an Antifascist flag from a protester
explaining that it was causing
aggravation from the fash –
thus giving justification for
the fash violence and police
incompetence.

Johnson said poverty had
actually declined since 2010
but this brings into sharp relief
that Johnson is being held
responsible for the full term of
the Tory government and not just
his own few months of disaster.
Starmer isn’t just marking your
homework, boy, but that of May
Another matter that should
and Cameron too.
be questioned is why Police
violence
Johnson didn’t like his excuses Scotland allowed
against
protesters
by
the
fascists
being rumbled and he muttered
to anyone around him, hoping without even lifting a finger?
for inspiration. “The prime That glass bottles were thrown
minister’s chuntering. He might before they began coming at us
want to listen” beamed the extremely violently. Why are
Master Starmer as if leading Fascists being given free roam
school assembly in prayer. in our city, have police Scotland
Johnson pointed out that Starmer
DROP US A LINE AND
was talking about hypothetical
HAVE YOUR SAY!
future levels of poverty and he
was dealing with the reality of
what had actually happened. It’s Have you been suspended
not often the prime minister can or sacked by your parasite
claim to be better on the detail boss? Landlord trying to kick
you because you can’t make
than Mr Forensic.
In any case Johnson should
reflect on the fact that more and
more people are seeing Starmer
as a suitable replacement when
the time comes Playing into the
idea that he is already in that
position won’t hide government
failings it will just provide
Starmer with more ammunition.

learned nothing from the events
of Sunday14th of June, where
the far right attacked members
of the public? The media do not
report the real stories behind
the racist presence in Scotland
under lockdown, so why have
so many far-right organisations
congregated in George Square?
We’ll tell you: they came in
their bus loads, from not only
England, but Ireland too! Oh, it
gets better - they also sent a bus
load of cops up from England
too! One has to wonder if this
was a planned incident between
the cops and the fash.... as little
was done to prevent them from
using violence. We would also
argue that if it had been ‘leftwing’ violence, the cops would
arrest us without hesitation.
Well done to everyone who
stood their ground and refused
to be intimidated by the Nazi
scum, the demo went ahead
regardless, and we even took to
the streets afterwards clapping
and chanting to make sure
everyone knew that we would
not be silenced! And shame
on Glasgow City Council and
the Scottish government for
allowing such violence on the
streets of Glasgow.
Maybe it is time for the
reclaiming of our city from
these nasty individuals, as they
do not represent the views of the
many - only the brainless few!
Fascism is becoming a huge
issue that we all must stand
firm and face, yes Scotland is
still on lockdown but if these
fascists remain on our streets
wreaking havoc -so will we, to
oppose them at every turn! Oh,
and our anarchist flag that was
grabbed was recaptured and is
now reunited with its rightful
owners. Well done folks!
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